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Project Description 

To the point 

A six-month industry-based research project into self-build housing requires a website to 
promoted its research findings into why so few collective self build projects go forward and what 
government, notably in the form of local planning authorities, could do to enable more.  

The project aims to build understanding and support for this method of procuring new homes 
through a web platform containing a short animated film linked to research findings and key 
references. The aim is to motivate key industry players to help offer more opportunities for small 
to medium scale custom build projects, and allow a far greater uptake and wider access.  

The web platform, with the film and other supporting static content will represent the ‘evidence 
base’ for the research project and will be a repository of project activities and outcomes. The 
platform might also put research findings and outputs in the context of thematically linked external 
digital content, from a range of platforms (such as blogs, RSS, twitter etc.). 

We have some sketch ideas of how we would like the web-platform to look and function (see 
sketch on page 4), but we are open to input and suggestion from the web designers, particularly 
in terms of functionality, interface design and content management. We are anxious about finding 
a way to use the web-based film on the IT infrastructure of central government and local 
authorities where there is a general block on digital content with moving images. 

More about the project 

The research project specifically examines Collective Custom Build housing, defined as the ‘self-
build’ procurement of housing that involves input from the end-user at an early stage, and is 
enabled by someone with professional expertise beyond the developer and self builder who can 
be seen to a) empower the self builder and b) reduce risk on the project. 

The research identifies the legal, financial, statutory, institutional, and other barriers that currently 
prevent the adoption of custom build as a viable housing procurement strategy in the UK. It 
explores the positive drivers for change: these include: benefits for developers in bringing forward 
land, untapped expertise, time and social capital among co-investors, and multiplier effects that 
can be delivered through custom build such as place-making and community building.  

The research process consists of interviews, a focus group, and material co-produced in a 
workshop environment, as well as the more traditional fruits of a systematic literature review.  

The project is led jointly by Ash Sakula Architects and the University of Sheffield in collaboration 
with Design for Homes. 

 
Audience 
 
The web platform will have a very general audience of parties interested in Custom Build, but our 
principal targets are the decision makers in the planning system, which tend to be the 16 locally 
elected members who sit in each Local Planning Authority’s (LPA) planning committee and are 
invariably in the second half of their life and often retired. Some of these could be reluctant web 
users and we need to design for them. 
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We are also interested in the staff who work in planning authorities, notably the chief planning 
officers. These people are heavy users of IT infrastructure and in recent years  have moved much 
of their own business of consulting the public about planning applications online. However, they 
will still be at the mercy of town hall IT departments. 
 
This audience will include odevelopers, other researchers and self-builders as well as the general 
public. 
 
The web platform is ideally something that people can be referred to in tweets, blog posts, emails 
and other social media platforms such as Linked-In, as well as something that can be used in 
person as part of a conference presentation or 1-to-1 chat. 
 
In government circles there are strong protocols around access to digital content, such as the 
RNIB’s recommendation that all sites use the font Arial to make it as accessible as possible to 
those with reduced vision. We feel we should respect most of these protocols, but not at the 
expense of excitement. The website is intended to be a campaigning tool and ways of 
dramatising its findings should be investigated, if they will better impact on the target audiences. 
 
 
Outline Requirements 
 
A web platform to host a 3 minute long film with other static content generated throughout the 
project. This web-platform will representing the ‘evidence base’ for the research project and a 
repository of its outcomes.  
 
The evidence base is curated by means of a short animated film which is the main focus of the 
web-platform. The film weaves a narrative through the evidence base to aid users in 
understanding what is a complex and diverse field of knowledge. 
 
The research team has envisaged the relationship between the film and the static content within 
the platform to work as follows:  
 

1. While the film plays, an array of ‘resources’ are introduced at the bottom of the page, 
‘glowing’ or otherwise emphasizing in time with the particular point of relevance to the 
film’s narrative.  

2. At any point, it should be possible to scrub backwards or forwards through the film, with 
the resources timeline following in sync. – a little like the ‘cover view’ in iTunes, where the 
selected album cover comes to the fore, yet it remains possible to see those preceding 
and following it in a de-emphasized way. 

3. Additionally, we would like all resources to be available at any time via a more traditional 
‘list’ or ‘menu bar’ at the side of the page, which should also include a search function. 

 
‘Resources’ and ‘insights’ – or peel-backs, as in sketch below - are two different ways of looking 
at the same bank of content. The difference is that the ‘insights’/‘peel-backs’ are elements of 
content revealed at key points in the playback of the film to add more detail and back up claims. 
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Typical Content 
 
We would like the web-platform to host – or link through to – a range of content, such as; 
 
- Main film; which is the primary content on the ‘launch’ page - links to external  

websites and blogs that host relevant content; 
- Embedded videos / links to online videos; 
- Links to downloadable reports; 
- Directly downloadable reports and slideshows in PDF format, probably under 10Mb in 

size; 
- Directly hosted videos of stand-alone interviews and presentations; 
- Audio files; 
- Embedded Google Maps - mechanism for audience to express views and submit queries 

on MCCB project; such as an email contact or comments function; 
- Analytics tool to provide data on site traffic, including that of specific pages, downloads 

etc; 
 
Each ‘entry’ of piece of content will have a representative image or icon, plus a short (1 sentence) 
piece of explanatory text, or keywords as metadata. 
 
We would also like to be able to easily share content via all the normal social media channels.  
 
 
Hosting and ‘Plugging in’ 
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The web platform will be ‘hosted’ by Design For Homes - http://www.designforhomes.org/ . 
 
We would like to be able to ‘plug it in’ to the University of Sheffield School of Architecture website, 
as part of the ‘Sheffield Collections’ - 
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/architecture/research/shef_collect/index . or as a static project page 
within the School’s website. 
 
There are also various industry bodies interested in ‘linking to’ or embedding the platform into 
their own sites. An example of this would be the Self-Build Portal - 
http://www.selfbuildportal.org.uk/  
 
Attention will need to be played to the firewalls and limited bandwidth available to some of the 
target audience. The content that we are offering as downloads needs to be accessible to all. 
 
Inexpensive hosting is key. 
 
Things we like… 
 

1) For ‘peelbacks’ / ‘insights’>>> iTunes ‘cover view’ - http://addyosmani.com/blog/wp-
content/uploads/2010/11/itunes-cover-flow.jpg  

 
2) For referencing content and blogs    http://www.buildinggreen.com/menus/ 
 
3) For ‘Forums’ http://www.aecb.net/forum/index.php - see web counts at page bottom 

 
Workflow 
 
We can provide graphic identity (i.e. draw buttons, frames, and other art. We imagine doing this in 
an agile way, throwing ideas back and forth to see what works). The team do not want to hand 
over a complete design but anticipate some scoping time at the beginning of the project with the 
web designer. In addition the web designer should be prepared to spend several days in the 
offices of Ash Sakula in London at key stages of the site’s development so there could be direct 
and instant feedback on the wed designer’s vision. 
 
We are also seeking comments and proposals on technically efficient and effective ways to reach 
our aim to show context rich information alongside our main project film. 
 
 
Budget 
We have a budget of £2500 to cover development of the web-platform. 
 
Please get in touch with any questions on issues of CMS or video streaming,  
Cany Ash 
cany@ashsak.com  
07957544528 
02078310195 
Ash Sakula Architects 
 
For queries related to hosting 
 
David Birkbeck 
T. +44 (0)7968 731991 
E. david@designforhomes.org 
020 7831 0195 

http://www.designforhomes.org/
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/architecture/research/shef_collect/index
http://www.selfbuildportal.org.uk/
http://addyosmani.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/itunes-cover-flow.jpg
http://addyosmani.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/itunes-cover-flow.jpg
http://www.buildinggreen.com/menus/
http://www.aecb.net/forum/index.php
mailto:david@designforhomes.org
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